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THE INTERNET HAS given birth to a 
wide range of artwork- art made with or 
hosted on the Web and art about how 
being so digitally consumed has changed 
the tenor and texture of everyday life.  
Solomon’s exhibition of intimate 
paintings “Running to Stand Still” falls 
partly in the latter camp.  He’s also doing 
some of the most interesting work 
related to Google.

By now, the trend of photographers (like 
John Rafman and Michael Wolf) using 
Google Street View to find odd, 
incendiary, readymade scenes is just 
about played out.  Solomon’s process, on 
the other hand, involves rendering the 

look and feel of Google’s applications- 
both its Earth function and in previous works, the layout of its 
image search- in incredibly detailed watercolors.  

Here, these are arranged in irregular suites along a grid: From a distance, the gallery-goer can see 
what appears to be a photorealistic satellite shot of, say, a shipping yard; but on closer 
examination, Solomon’s careful brushwork dissolves into abstract arrangements of form and 
color.  

He is more playful in My Apps, 2013, a watercolor painting that’s pretty self-explanatory, with its 
arrangement of icons for Instagram, Angry Birds, Yelp, etc.  In 6 O’Clock Powering Off, 2013 
and 12 O’Clock Loading, 2013 he ditches technical fastidiousness to deliver puns via 
monochrome- in black and white, respectively- mimicking the familiar appearance of a Mac 
laptop’s screen being shut down or turned on.

But the most interesting piece is Running to Stand Still: 100 watercolors, with the painted 
material in the center of an otherwise blank surface and about the same size as an iPhone screen, 
each depicting a different song playing via the music service Pandora.  It shows a thumbnail of 
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paperboard.



the album cover, information about the song, and a rating prompt (thumbs up or thumbs down).  
The conceit is that the song titles all run together, forming a nonsensical tone poem (“Start Me 
Up to No Good Day  Sun Shine a Light it Up and Down Town Train in Vain...”).  If the viewer 
assumes that this represents Solomon’s musical selection, then he or she is in a somewhat strange 
position, judging the artists watercolors and his taste in music at the same time.  The choice of 
subject matter allows the artist to show off his chops, providing him a chance to render in 
miniature famous artworks that have appeared on album covers, like Gerhard Richter’s Kerze on 
Sonic Youth’s Daydream Nation, for instance.

The appeal of Solomon’s work is twofold.  First, there’s the cheeky  take on Internet aesthetics, 
rendered strange and beautiful when detailed by hand.  Then there’s the obvious technical skill 
(those tiny details within details on the miniature album covers) that makes you ponder the 
artist’s psychic makeup: How has he managed to harness a clear case of obsessive-compulsive 
disorder to such productive ends?  What sort of attention-focusing pharmaceuticals is he on (and 
where can we get some) ?  These works are impressive but not confrontational or overtly  critical.  
Solomon isnt using Google Earth to prove a point about how surveillance culture is changing us, 
and the Pandora paintings do not deliver any larger messages about taste or the democracy  of 
interactive rations systems.  Instead, they’re smart, expertly  made pieces that simply ask us to 
reconsider the visual architecture of our digital days.

-Scott Indrisek
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